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The work presented in this paper deals with the use of ontologies to compare scientific texts. It 
particularly deals with scientific papers, specifically their abstracts, short texts that are relatively well 
structured and normally provide enough knowledge to allow a community of readers to assess the 
content of the associated scientific papers. The problem is, therefore, to determine how to assess the 
semantic proximity/similarity of two papers by examining their respective abstracts. Given that a 
domain ontology provides a useful way to represent knowledge relative to a given domain, this work 
considers ontologies relative to scientific domains. Our process begins by defining the relevant domain 
for an abstract through an automatic classification that makes it possible to associate this abstract to its 
relevant scientific domain, chosen from several candidate domains. The content of an abstract is 
represented in the form of a conceptual graph which is enriched to construct its semantic perimeter. As 
presented below, this notion of semantic perimeter usefully allows us to assess the similarity between the 
texts by matching their graphs. Detecting plagiarism is the main application field addressed in this 
paper, among the many possible application fields of our approach.
Povzetek: Prispevek obravnava uporabo ontologij za primerjavo znanstvenih besedil. Poglavitna 
uporaba je odkrivanje plagiacije.
1 Introduction
Assessing query-text or text-text similarity is the concern 
of several research domains such as information retrieval 
and automatic classification of documents. For many 
works, a document is represented by a vector of words. 
The very large size of the vectors reduces the 
effectiveness of these approaches and often requires 
reducing the number of dimensions to represent the 
document vectors. Some approaches are based on a 
learning corpus to compute the similarity between texts, 
as is done in the field of document classification. 
However, a large text corpus may not always be 
available and the result of the document classification 
depends and varies according to the chosen learning 
corpus. The similarity is based on the morphological 
comparison of the terms composing the query and the 
documents. The polysemy and synonymy inherent in the 
presence of certain terms of the language as well as the 
links between the terms are ignored, which generates 
erroneous matching.
In this paper, an approach to assess the similarity 
between texts is presented, focusing on the similarity of 
scientific abstracts. This approach is based on a semantic 
classification of documents using domain ontologies 
which provides a more stable base than a learning 
corpus. A document is no longer represented by a set of 
characteristics independent of each other, but by a 
conceptual graph extracted from the ontology to which 
the document is attached. The similarity between two 
documents is evaluated by comparing their respective 
graphs.
One of our propositions is to refine this process of 
semantic comparison through a generic structuring of an 
abstract of a scientific paper into distinct parts whose
descriptive roles are different. The global similarity of 
two abstracts will indeed be different according to 
whether one compares, for example, the contribution or 
the context of the paper, both evoked in the abstract. The 
proposed process constitutes a solution that can answer 
many problems requiring semantic comparison, as is the 
case, for example, in Semantic Information Retrieval. 
Finally, the relevance of our approach is examined by 
using it to highlight risks of plagiarism (expressing
identical ideas using different terms), or even self-
plagiarism (identical results published more than once by 
their authors, voluntarily using different terms). 
In addition to an original process to compare the 
abstracts of scientific papers based on domain ontologies, 
and combine a classification process with a semantic 
comparison of conceptual graphs, one of our main 
contributions is the introduction of the concept of 
semantic perimeter which is obtained by an ontology 
enrichment process. The semantic perimeter plays an 
important role in semantic comparison as shown by our 
results. Our approach also introduces the possibility of
structuring scientific abstracts in three distinctive parts, 
generally respected by authors, namely Context,
Contribution and Application domain. Finally, this 
constitutes a complete process for semantic text 
comparison, starting by using domain ontologies, and 
reaching text similarity.
Section 2 of this paper covers some work related to 
our problematic. Section 3 describes the different steps of 
our text classification and comparison process and 
explains how to perform this process using scientific 
abstracts. Finally, Section 4 presents the experimentation 
results of our process, followed by a conclusion on the 
interest of such an approach and its applicability on 
several domains, such as giving a useful approach to 
constituting a documentary fund on a given knowledge 
domain by collecting relevant papers, which is more 
powerful than a mere keyword-based approach, or 
detecting plagiarism, which is our main purpose here.
2 Related work
2.1 Word similarity
Similarity measures are necessary for various 
applications in natural language processing such as word 
sense disambiguation [1] and automatic thesauri 
extraction [2]. They are also used in Web related tasks
such as automatic annotation of Web pages [3]. Two 
classes of approaches dealing with word similarity 
measure can be distinguished. 
Distributional approaches [4] consider a word based 
on its context of appearance. Words are represented by a 
vector of words that co-occur with them. Latent Semantic 
Indexation [5] is a vectorial approach that exploits co-
occurrences between words. It reduces the space of 
words by grouping co-occurring words in the same 
dimensions using Singular Value Decomposition.  The 
textual content of Wikipedia [6][7] and the Neural 
networks [8][9] are used for distributional word 
similarity to define the context of a word. In the second 
category, the similarity of two words is based on the
similarity of their closest senses. For this purpose, a 
lexical resource is used, such as WordNet and MeSH. 
The nodes at these resources represent the meaning of the 
words. Measures that make it possible to calculate the 
degree of proximity (distance) between two nodes have 
been defined. Several approaches can be identified for 
calculating of such distances: Approaches based only on 
the hierarchical structure of the resource 
[10][11][12][13]. The measure proposed in [11] is based 
on edge counting and the measure proposed in [12] is 
based on the notion of least common super-concept; that 
is, the common parent of two nodes, the furthest from the 
root. In [13], the proposed measure takes into account the 
minimum distance between two nodes to their most 
specific common parent (cp) and the distance between cp
and the root. Some approaches include information other 
than the hierarchical structure information, such as 
statistics on nodes or the informative content of nodes. 
To represent information content value, probabilities 
based on word occurrences in a given corpus are 
associated with each concept in the taxonomy [14][15]. 
Resources, such as Wikipedia [16][17] and Wiktionary 
[18], are also used in measuring word similarity. 
2.2 Text similarity
The purpose of calculating text similarity is to identify 
documents with similar or different content. The 
different approaches dealing with textual similarity can 
be classified into three categories: approaches based on 
vector representation of document content, approaches 
applying text alignment, and approaches based on a 
graphical representation of documents and queries. Some 
approaches relating to each category are cited below.
2.2.1 Vector similarity
A text (document or query) is projected into a vector 
space where each dimension is represented by an 
indexing term. Each element of a vector consists of a 
weight associated with an indexing term. This weight 
represents the importance of a term and is calculated on 
the basis of TF-IDF [19] or its variants. The vector 
similarity is computed using several metrics such as the 
cosine measurement which measures the cosine of the 
angle formed by the vectors corresponding to the texts. 
Two texts are similar if their vectors are close in the 
vector space in which they are represented. 
- Document retrieval
The vector model is proposed by Salton in the
SMART system [20]. To retrieve the documents that best 
meet a user need, a document and a query are represented 
by a vector. The relevance of a document to a query is 
measured by a similarity based on the distance between 
their respective vector. Adaptations of the basic model 
have been proposed for processing structured documents 
[21][22]. The Extended Vector Space Model is one of the 
first adaptations of the vector model proposed by Fox 
[22]. A document is represented by an extended vector 
containing different information classes referred to as 
objective identifiers (denoted by c-type) such as author, 
title and bibliographic references. The similarity between 
a document d and a query q is computed by a measure of 
similarity which is a linear combination of the different 
sub vector similarities.
Conventional Information Retrieval considers 
documents only based on their textual content. The 
evolution of the document content towards a structured 
representation and more precisely towards the XML 
format raises new issues. In [23], the author presents a 
Searching XML documents through xml fragments. A 
fragment is a text delimited by a structure. The queries 
are transformed into XML fragments and, for each 
document, a profile is created. This profile is represented 
by a vector composed of the pairs (t, c), where c is the 
context of appearance of the term t. The context is 
assimilated to the element with its path. An entry in the 
index is no longer a term but a pair (t, c). Another 
adaptation of the vector model described in [24] based on 
the computation of the cosine makes it possible to 
compute the similarity between a node n, belonging to a 
tree representing a document, and a query q. In [25], the 
corpus is represented by a labeled tree where each sub-
tree is considered as a logical document. The authors 
introduce the notion of structural term (s-term) which is a 
labeled tree. An s-term may be an element, an attribute, 
or a term. The similarity between a query and a 
document is computed by the scalar product of the 
vectors. The weight of the terms is computed during the 
retrieval phase since the notion of logical tree is defined 
according to the structure of the query.
- Document classification.
Automatic texts classification makes it possible to
group documents dealing with similar themes around the 
same class. Supervised classification approaches assign 
documents to predefined classes [26][27][28] while 
unsupervised classification approaches automatically 
define classes, referred to as clusters, [29]. 
In the supervised classification, classifiers use two 
document collections: A collection containing training 
documents to determine the characteristics of each 
category and a collection containing new documents to 
be automatically classified. The classification of a new 
document depends on the characteristics selected for 
each category. There are various supervised machine 
learning classification techniques. In [30], the author 
provides a comparison of their features. 
The method based on the K Nearest Neighbors 
(KNN) [28][31] assumes that if the vectorial 
representations of two documents are close in vector 
space, they have a strong probability of belonging to the 
same category. A new document d is compared with 
documents belonging to the training set. The category 
assigned to document d depends on the category of its K 
nearest neighboring documents. To determine the 
category to be assigned to the document d, the most 
assigned class to the K neighbors closest to d is chosen or 
a weight is assigned to the different classes of k nearest 
neighbors according to the classification of these 
neighbors. Thus the class with the highest weight will be 
retained.
With Support Vector Machines (SVM), documents 
are represented in a vector space by the indexing terms 
that compose them. Using a training phase, this method 
defines a separating surface, called hyperplan, between 
the documents belonging to two classes which maximize 
the distance between this hyperplan and the nearest 
documents and minimizes categorization errors [32]. A 
category c is assigned to a new document d as a function 
of the position of d relative to the separating surface.
Some classifiers create a "prototype" class from the 
training collection [26]. This class is represented by the 
mean vector of all the document vectors in the collection. 
Only some features are retained which constitutes a loss 
of information. Some approaches replace the training 
collection with data extracted from "world knowledge"
such as Open Directory Project (ODP) [33]. Other 
approaches exploit thesauri or domain ontologies with 
conventional classifiers (SVM, Naive Bayes, K-means,
etc.) and represent a document by a vector whose 
features are concepts or a set of terms and concepts
[29][34][35].
As reported in [36], approaches using the vector 
representation of documents have several limitations: 
Their performances decrease as soon as they apply to 
relatively long texts. With the weighting formulas used, 
words appearing only once in the document or, on the 
contrary, words that are often repeated are ignored 
although they have a meaning with respect to the content 
of the document. The vector representation as defined 
does not highlight the relationships between words in a 
document, thus generating erroneous matching.
A document is represented by a vector whose size is 
equal to the number of features retained to represent the 
various categories, in the case of classification, and the 
number of terms used to represent the corpus, in the case 
of information retrieval. In [37], the authors studied the 
impact of the number of dimensions on the "nearest 
neighbor" problem. Their analysis revealed that when 
this number increases, the distance to the nearest data 
point approaches the distance to the farthest data point. 
2.2.2 Sentence alignment
Approaches dealing with sentence alignment are divided 
into three categories. Syntactic approaches based on 
morphological word comparison, semantic approaches 
using sentence structure and approaches that combine
syntax and semantics. Gunasinghe [38] proposes a hybrid 
algorithm that combines syntactic and semantic 
similarity and uses a vectorial representation of sentences 
by using WordNet. This algorithm takes into account two 
types of relationship in the sentence pairs: relationships
between verbs and relationships between nouns. Liu [39]
proposes an approach to evaluate the semantic similarity 
between two sentences. They use a regression model, 
Support Vector Regression, combined with features 
defined using WordNet, corpus, alignment and other 
features to cover various aspects of sentences. Other 
approaches perform the text alignment by comparing all 
the words preserving their order in sentences. However, 
these algorithms are rather slow and they do not 
dissociate terms describing the theme of the document 
from those used to build sentences. In [40], authors use a 
text alignment algorithm [41] to align a text with the set 
of documents in a corpus. This algorithm uses a matrix in 
which the deletion or insertion of a word is represented 
by -1, a mismatch by a 0 while a match is represented by 
its IDF weight. The authors use a full-text alignment 
where the highest score from any cell in the alignment 
matrix represents the similarity score of two texts. In 
[42], authors introduce a new type of sentence similarity 
called Structural Similarity for informal, social network 
styled sentences. Their approach eliminates syntactic and 
grammatical features and performs a disambiguation 
process without syntactic parsing or POS Tagging. They 
focus on sentence structures to discover purpose- or 
emotion-level similarities between sentences.
2.2.3 Graph similarity 
Assessing of the graph similarity is used, in particular, in 
the field of Information Retrieval. The document and 
query are both represented by a conceptual graph 
constructed from a domain ontology or a thesaurus.
In the domain of Semantic Information Retrieval, 
Dudognon [43] represents the documents by a set of 
"annotations". Each annotation consists of several 
conceptual graphs. The similarity between two graphs is 
defined as the weighted average of the similarities 
between the concepts that compose this graphs and the 
similarity between two "annotations" is computed by the 
mean of similarities of their conceptual graphs. Baziz 
[44] suggests constructing a graph for each document
and for each query using concepts extracted from
WordNet. A mapping of the graph of a document to that
of the query leads the author to represent the two graphs
with respect to the same reference graph made up of
nodes belonging to the document and to the query. Each
graph is then expanded by adding nodes of the reference
graph. The weights of the nodes added to the query are
zero whereas in the sub-tree of the document where a
node is added, the weight of a level s node is updated
recursively by multiplying the weight of the level s + 1
node (the level s node subsumes the level s + 1 node) by
a factor which depends on the hierarchy level. The two
representations are then compared using fuzzy operators
and a relevance value is computed. This value expresses
the extent to which the document covers the subject
expressed in the query. Shenoy [45] represents a
document by a "sub-ontology" constructed using the
demo version of ONTO GEN Ontology Learner which is
part of the TAO Project. Two documents are compared
by applying the alignment of their "sub-ontology" based
on the number of concepts, properties and relationships
contained in each document. In [46], the authors propose
a unified framework of graph-based text similarity
measurement by using Wikipedia as background
knowledge. They call each article in Wikipedia a
Wikipedia concept. For each document, the authors
extract representative keywords or phrases and then map
them into Wikipedia concepts. These concepts constitute
the nodes at the bottom of the bipartite graph. There is an
edge between a document node and a concept node if the 
concept appears in the specific document. The weight of 
the edge is determined by the frequency of the concept’s 
occurrence in that document. The similarity of two 
documents is determined by the similarity of the 
concepts they contain. The authors in [18] present a 
unified graph-based approach for measuring semantic 
similarity between linguistic items at multiple levels: 
senses, words, and sentences. The authors construct 
different semantic networks. One of them is based on 
WordNet. The nodes in the WordNet semantic network 
represent individual concepts, while edges denote 
manually-crafted concept-to-concept relations. This 
graph is enriched by connecting a sense with all the other 
senses that appear in its disambiguated gloss. Measuring 
the semantic similarity of a pair of linguistic items 
consists of an Alignment-based Disambiguation and a 
random Walk on a semantic network. In [47], authors 
propose a graph-based text representation, which is 
capable of capturing term order, term frequency, term co-
occurrence, and term context in documents. A document 
is represented by a graph. A node represents a concept: a 
set of single word or phrase and an edge is constructed 
based on proximity and co-occurrence relationship 
between concepts. In addition; the associations among 
concepts are represented through their contexts. The 
nodes within the window (e.g. paragraph, sentence) are 
linked by weighted bidirectional edges. The approach 
described in [48] presents a graph-based method to select 
the related keywords for short text enrichment. This 
method exploits topics as background knowledge. The 
authors extract topics and re-rank the keywords 
distribution under each topic according to an improved 
TF-IDF-like score. Then, a topic-keyword graph is 
constructed to prepare for link analysis. In [49], the 
authors create a semantic representation of a collection of 
text documents and propose an algorithm to connect 
them into a graph. Each node in a graph corresponds to a 
document and contains a subset of document words. The 
authors define a feature and document similarity 
measures based on the distance between the features in 
the graph.
2.3 Detecting plagiarism
Plagiarism consists in copying a work of an author and 
presenting it as one’s own original work. Plagiarism 
detection systems usually have the original document and 
the suspicious document as inputs. They focus on the 
following points: an exact copy of the text (copy/paste), 
inserting or deleting words, substituting words (use of 
synonyms), reformulation and modification of sentences 
structure. In n-gram approach, a text is characterized by 
sequences of n consecutive characters [50][51][52]. 
Based on statistical measures, each document can be 
described with so called fingerprints, where n-grams are 
hashed and then selected to be fingerprints [53]. An 
overlap of two fingerprints extracted from the suspicious 
and source documents indicates a possibly plagiarized 
text passage. Statistical methods [54] do not require an 
understanding of the meaning of the documents. The 
common approach is to construct the document vector 
from values describing the document such as the 
frequency of terms. Comparing the source document 
with the suspicious document, amounts to calculating 
their degree of similarity on the basis of different 
measures (BM25, language model, etc.). Vani [55] 
segments the source document and the suspicious 
document into sentences. Each sentence is then 
represented by a vector of weighted terms that compose 
it. Each sentence of the source document is compared to 
all the sentences of the suspicious document and 
similarity between two vectors is computed using, 
individually, several metrics (cosine, dice, etc.). Vani 
studies the importance of the combination of these 
various metrics on detecting plagiarism. He also explores 
the impact of the use of POS Tagging on calculating of 
sentence similarity. The sentences labeled by a syntactic 
parser are thus compared by matching the terms 
belonging to the same class (nouns with nouns, verbs 
with verbs, adjectives with adjectives and adverbs with 
adverbs). Other approaches based on sentences alignment 
compute the overlapping percentage of words or 
sentences between the source document and the 
suspicious document. These methods do not permit the 
detection of cases of plagiarism where synonymy is used 
to replace words in the reformulation of sentences. The 
representation of a document by a graph is also used in 
detecting plagiarism. In [45], the alignment of "sub-
ontologies" is based on the number of concepts, 
properties and relations corresponding to the original 
document and the suspicious document. Alignment is 
expressed as a fraction of the whole. If this fraction is 
above a given threshold, the system concludes that the 
two documents are similar in meaning. Osman [56] 
describes an approach of detecting plagiarism by 
representing documents (original and suspicious) with a 
graph deduced from WordNet. This approach is useful in 
detecting forms of plagiarism where synonymy is used to 
reformulate sentences. The document is divided into 
sentences. Each node of the graph constructed for the 
document represents the terms of a sentence. The terms 
of sentences are projected on WordNet to extract the 
concepts corresponding to them. Each relationship 
between two nodes is represented by the overlap between 
the concepts of the two nodes. These concepts help in 
detecting suspicious parts of a document.
An important characteristic of our approach lies in 
the fact that it is not necessary to have a reference 
document a priori, since any document can be compared 
with a corpus dealing with the same knowledge domain 
as identified in the first step of our process that is 
proposed here.
3 Proposed approach
The representation of a document by a semantic graph is 
used in different domains such as information retrieval 
[43][44], plagiarism detection [45][56] and document 
summarization [57]. However, these graphs differ in the 
way they are constructed. The purpose of our approach is 
to assess the semantic similarity between textual 
documents. Unlike conventional approaches, a document 
is not represented by a vector. Our approach is to build a
conceptual representation of a text in the form of a 
semantic graph in which the nodes and arcs correspond
respectively to concepts and relationships between 
concepts extracted from the domain ontology chosen. 
The similarity between two texts is evaluated in two 
steps. The first step is to perform a semantic 
classification of documents based on domain ontologies. 
The classification makes it possible to deduce an overall 
similarity defined by the context in which the content of 
the document is used. The second step compares and 
evaluates the similarity of two texts related to the same 
domain ontology by comparing their constructed and 
enriched graph as explained in the following sections.
3.1 Classification of documents
The process is based on a semantic classification of texts 
using domain ontologies [58]. Figure 1 summarizes the 
classification process.
The classification groups documents according to the 
knowledge domain covered by their content. This 
grouping identifies an overall similarity and involves
several steps. 
- Projection, extraction of terms and candidate
concepts. The "projection" of a document on different 
ontologies helps to associate meaning to the terms of the 
document with respect to concepts belonging to these 
ontologies and to select the candidate concepts. The 
notion of concept gives a meaning to a term relative to 
the domain in which this concept is defined. The whole 
document is divided into sentences. Each sentence is 
browsed from left to right from the first word. The words 
of each sentence are projected, before pruning stop 
words, on different domain ontologies to extract longer 
phrases (groups of adjacent words in a sentence called 
"terms") that denote concepts. This choice is determined 
by: 1) the concepts are often represented by labels 
consisting of several words. An example of mono- and 
multi-word concepts is given in table 1. 2) long terms are 
less ambiguous and better determine the meaning 
conveyed by the sentence. Several concepts belonging to 
the same domain ontology may be candidates for a given 
term. The following example shows to what extent it is 
important to bring out the longest terms and the longest 
concept.
For the sentence: "The Secretary of State for the 
Home Department had clearly indicated that evidence 
obtained by torture was inadmissible in any legal 
proceedings," the synsets in Table 1 are extracted from 
WordNet.
As shown in Table 1, there are several synsets in 
WordNet that correspond to the words "secretary of state 
for the home department" in the sentence. These synsets 
have one or more words.
Figure 1: Classification of a document.
Words in a 
sentence
Synset label in WordNet N° synset in WordNet
Secretary
of
State
for
the
home
Department
secretary_of_state_for_the_home_department 09526473
secretary_of_state 09883412 09455599 00569400
secretary 09880743  09880504  09836400 
04007053
state 07682724  08125703  07673557 
00024568 07646257  08023668 
13192180 13656873
home 08037383 03141215 07973910 
13687178 03398332  07974113 
07587703 03399133  08060597
department 07623945 08027411 05514261
Table 1: Extraction of terms and synsets.
The longest term "secretary of state for the home 
department" is extracted from the sentence. It 
corresponds to the synset secretary_of_state_for_the_
home_department (09526473), which represents the 
correct sense in the sentence. 
- Local disambiguation. In the projection step, for
each ontology, all the candidate concepts for a given 
term are extracted. The local disambiguation process is 
used to select for a term t the most appropriate concept 
among several candidates belonging to the same 
ontology. To do this, the context of occurrence of the 
term t in the document is taken into consideration.
The appropriate concept for the term t is chosen,
taking into account both the semantic distance between 
the term t with neighboring terms, (i.e., which occur in 
its context), and the semantic distance between concepts 
associated with the term t and concepts corresponding to 
the neighboring terms in the ontology considered. 
The meaning of a term t in a document is determined 
by its nearest unambiguous neighbors terms. t will then 
be disambiguated by its nearest neighbor on the left or by 
its nearest neighbor on the right. In case the left and right 
neighbors exist simultaneously, they will both be taken 
into consideration.
The disambiguation process is then done at three 
levels, starting at the sentence level. For each sentence, 
the ambiguous terms are disambiguated considering their
left and right neighbors in the sentence. Any
disambiguated term helps to move forward in the process 
of disambiguation of next terms. This process is repeated 
in case ambiguous terms still remain, considering in a 
second step the paragraph level, and finally, if necessary, 
the document level. The local disambiguation process at 
the sentence level, summarized by the algorithm in 
Figure 2, considers neighboring terms, unambiguous, that 
have associated concepts in the ontology considered, 
surrounding t: it retrieves the concepts Cnl and Cnr,
corresponding respectively to nl, the nearest neighbor on 
the left of t and nr, the nearest neighbor on the right of t.
The appropriate concept for the term t among candidate 
concepts is the semantically nearest concept of Cnl or 
Cnr. This amounts to browsing the ontology and 
calculating the minimum distance between each concept 
associated with t and candidate concepts Cnl, Cnr.
Several existing metrics in the literature are used to 
calculate this minimum distance. An example of local 
disambiguation in the domain anatomy of WordNet is 
given in the Figure3.
Figure 2: Local disambiguation at the sentence level.
Figure 3: Disambiguation of shoulder and hand.
Table 2 shows the terms and their senses (synsets) in 
the domain anatomy of WordNet. The different 
calculated distances help in choosing the most 
appropriate synset for each ambiguous term.
The term shoulder in the sentence is ambiguous. To 
disambiguate it, spinal column, its nearest unambiguous 
neighbor term on the left, is considered. The synset 
retained is 05231159.
The term hand in the sentence is ambiguous. Its 
disambiguation is done using shoulder and skeleton, its 
two nearest unambiguous neighboring terms on the left 
and right. The synset retained is 05246212.
Words in a sentence Synset label
(Anatomy)
N° synset Distance between synsets Terms
extracted
Bones
Spinal
Column
Shoulders (ambiguous)
Hands (ambiguous)
skeleton
bone 04966339 bone
Spinal column
shoulder
hand
skeleton
Spinal_column 05268544
shoulder 05231159
05231380
Dist(05268544,05231159)= 0.42857143
Dist(05268544, 05231380)= 0.5
hand 05246212
02352577
Dist(05246212,05231159)= 0.42857143
Dist(02352577,05231159)= 0.6363636
Dist(05246212,05265883)= 0.42857143
Dist(02352577,05265883)= 0.6363636
skeleton 05265883
Table 2: Disambiguation of ambiguous terms.
At the end of the preceding steps, a document d is 
represented by several sets of concepts extracted from 
the domain ontologies θi on which it was projected. 
These sets are represented by (1).
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- Global disambiguation. The classifier must be able
to conclude about the relevance of a document relative to 
a given context and to choose from the different 
ontological representations the one that best corresponds 
to its context. A score is calculated for each document. 
The highest score determines the candidate ontology to 
be selected to represent document d.
The different terms in a document, taken together 
considering the contextual relations linking them, make it 
possible to conduct a semantic evaluation of the textual 
content. A matrix, defined by (2), is associated for each 
ontology and for each document.
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The rows and columns of this matrix represent all the 
concepts extracted from the ontology θi for the document 
d.
Ci is the selected concept for the term ti after 
projection of the document d on θi and lcicj represents the 
weight of the link between the concept Ci and the
concept Cj (i≠j).
The matrix is initialized to zero.
If a term ti and a term tj appear together within the 
same paragraph of the document d and the concepts Ci
and Cj respectively correspond to the terms ti and tj, then 
the weight lcicj =1.
The weight lcicj is updated whenever the terms ti and
tj appear together in the same paragraph.
The weight lcici corresponds to the appearance of the 
term ti in the document. It is equal to 1.
The weight lcicj is updated for all paragraphs of the 
document d.
The importance of the concept Ci in document d is 
determined by its total weight in d relatively to the 
ontology θi. This weight is given by the row associated 
with it in the matrix.
The score for each ontology obtained from the sum 
of the weights of all concepts extracted from this 
ontology for the document d measures the extent to 
which each ontology represents this document. The 
ontology that gets the highest score will be selected to 
represent the document d.
For documents belonging to the same knowledge 
domain, their "local" semantic similarity is computed. 
The process compares their content using their semantic 
perimeter – a notion that is introduced and defined later 
in the paper – constructed on the basis of their conceptual 
graph extracted from the ontology to which they are 
attached.
3.2 Text similarity and semantic perimeter
An author describes the subject of his document by 
evoking one or more different notions. He can describe 
them by addressing several sub-notions. These notions 
and/or sub-notions can be described in a general or 
precise way according to the level of detail to be 
highlighted.
In an ontology, there exists a certain structure 
defining the meaning of information representing a given 
knowledge domain and the way in which this
information is related to each other. This structure is 
defined by several branches representing different 
hierarchies. Each hierarchy has branches to separate data 
with common characteristics but also different 
characteristics. The tree of Figure 4, inspired by the
geometric figures ontology proposed in [59], shows two 
branches Br1 (figure) and Br2 (angle) representing two 
different data. Branch Br2 has two sub-branches 2.1 and
2.2 corresponding respectively to a right angle and an
acute angle. Right angle and acute angle are two 
concepts with different characteristics but common 
characteristics defined by their common parent angle.
Figure 4: Extract from the geometric figures ontology.
3.2.1 Objective of the approach
Consider two texts Txt1 and Txt2, previously classified in 
the same knowledge domain represented by a domain 
ontology, whose similarity needs to be assessed:
Sim (Txt1, Txt2). Our semantic similarity process is based 
on the following assumptions:
1 Each branch/sub-branch of the ontology is 
associated with a notion/sub-notion described in a 
document.
2 Concepts linked by "is-a" relations form a branch.
3 A branch can have several sub-branches.
4 Two branches with the root of the ontology as the 
only common parent represent two different 
notions.
5 Two sub-branches having a common parent 
represent two different sub-notions sharing 
common characteristics defined by their common 
parent.
6 The weight of an initial concept is equal to 1.
7 The weight of an added concept representing 
implicit information is less than 1.
8 The similarity between two texts varies between 0 
and 1.
Our approach is based on the identification of the 
branches to which the concepts of the documents belong 
and on the enrichment of the conceptual graphs of these 
documents. Associating a notion with a branch helps in 
identifying different and identical notions. It can be said
for example that the notion "angle" is different from the 
notion "figure" and that the notion "triangle" is different 
from the notion "quadrilateral" because they belong to 
different branches or sub-branches. The concepts 
quadrilateral, parallelogram, diamond, and square 
belong to the same sub-branch describing the same 
notion. Each of them brings a degree of precision 
knowing that this precision is increasingly higher the 
further one goes down the hierarchy. 
Graph enrichment highlights common notions to two 
documents without these being explicitly cited in their 
content and makes it possible to deduce similarities 
between notions by examining the branches to which 
their corresponding concepts belong.
3.2.2 Graph enrichment
To describe a given subject, the authors, can choose 
different words and different levels of description
depending on the importance that each of them wishes to 
give to a notion addressed in the text. Thus, by adding 
concepts, graph enrichment makes it possible to deduce 
implicit information that can be shared by these two 
texts.  
Like Baziz [44], our process enriches the text graphs 
by adding concepts. The applied enrichment differs from 
that achieved by Baziz in the choice of concepts to be 
added and the weight assigned to these concepts. For our 
case, the weight assigned to the concepts helps in 
defining the implicit or explicit presence of a concept.
A graph is enriched by constructing the semantic 
perimeter of its corresponding text and comparing it to 
another graph.
3.2.2.1 Constructing the semantic perimeter of a 
text
Definition 1: The semantic perimeter of a text is a graph 
whose nodes are the initial concepts and the link 
concepts. Initial concepts are extracted from the domain 
ontology to which the document is attached. These 
concepts represent the information explicitly described in
its content. With these concepts, a conceptual graph is 
constructed and enriched by link concepts representing 
the implicit information in the text that is deduced from 
the initial concepts and through browsing the "is-a"
relationships and the transversal relationships defined in 
the domain ontology. The semantic perimeter thus 
constructed for each document makes it possible to 
evaluate their semantic similarity even if these 
documents describe the same ideas with different terms.
- Constructing the graph of initial concepts
During the classification process, a text is projected
onto a set of domain ontologies. At the end of this step, 
the text is represented by a conceptual graph, whose 
nodes constitute the initial concepts.
These concepts correspond to the terms explicitly 
cited in the document.
- Constructing the semantic perimeter
The link concepts extracted from the ontology, being 
on the shortest path linking the initial concepts Ci and Cj 
by is-a relations or transversal relations, are added to the 
graph of a document.
Link concepts are selected in order to retain only 
concepts that make sense in relation to the knowledge 
domain represented by the ontology. In fact, some 
concepts represented in an ontology are used to construct 
the structure of the ontology but have no meaning for the 
domain in question.
Example: host and hard_disk, are two synsets
extracted for a document classified in the computer_ 
science domain. Figure 5 shows the synsets linking them 
in WordNet.
Figure 5: link synset linking host to hard_disk.
The link synsets are: {computer 02971359, machine
03561924, device 03068033, memory_device 03604997 
and magnetic_disk 03568359}. The synsets machine
03561924 and device 03068033 are not retained, since
they respectively belong to the buildings domain and
factotum domain.
3.2.2.2 Comparing graphs
Comparing two texts Txt1 and Txt2 is carried out from 
their semantic perimeter G1 and G2. A mutual 
enrichment of these two graphs is achieved by comparing 
the concepts belonging to G1 with the concepts 
belonging to G2. Each graph enriched the other and 
concepts are added to G1 and/or to G2. This is done by 
browsing the graphs from leaf nodes to the root as 
follow:
· If the graph G1 (the graph G2) contains a
concept C1 and the graph G2 (the graph G1)
contains a concept C2 such that C2 is an
ancestor of C1, then the concept C2 is added to
the graph G1 (to the graph G2).
· The graphs are also enriched by adding the
common parents to concepts belonging to
graphs G1 and G2. This enrichment is done in
two steps:
§ By considering concepts belonging only to
the graph G1 (to the graph G2).
§ By considering the concepts belonging to
graphs G1 and G2.
By adding common parent concepts, graph 
enrichment helps in determining the common branches 
and sub-branches to G1 and G2 and thus to deduce an 
implicit similarity between Txt1 and Txt2.
As an illustration, in the geometric figures domain 
represented by figure 4, three texts (T1, T2 and T3) are 
considered, and their content is as follows:
T1: A square is a regular polygon with four sides. It 
has four right angles and its sides have the same 
measure.
T2: A diamond is a parallelogram. Some diamonds
have four equal angles.
T3: A triangle has three sides. If it has a right angle, 
it is a right triangle.
- Let us compare T1 and T2.
The semantic perimeters of T1 and T2 and the 
comparison of their respective graphs G1 and G2 are 
given in Figure 6.
The projection of the texts T1 and T2 on the ontology
represented by figure 4, allows us to find the initial 
concepts to construct graphs G1 and G2.
G1 is represented by the concepts (square, polygon,
right angle) and G2 is represented by the concepts 
(diamond, parallelogram and angle). At this stage, the 
graphs have no common concept.
Figure 6: Comparison and enrichment of graphs corresponding to T1 and T2.
The enrichment of these two graphs made it possible 
to add concepts semantically linked to the initial 
concepts and to bring out common concepts to the two 
texts, not explicitly cited in their contents. The common 
concepts are diamond, parallelogram, quadrilateral,
polygon and angle.
- Let us compare T2 and T3.
The semantic perimeters of T2 and T3 and the
comparison of their respective graphs G2 and G3 are 
given in Figure 7.
The projection of the texts T2 and T3 on the 
ontology, represented by figure 4, allows us to find the 
initial concepts to construct graphs G2 and G3.
G2 is represented by the concepts (diamond,
parallelogram and angle) and G3 is represented by the 
concepts (triangle, right triangle and right angle). The 
enrichment of the two graphs enabled us to find common 
concepts (angle and polygon). 
Figure 7: Comparison and enrichment of graphs corresponding to T2 and T3. 
3.2.3 Calculating the similarity of two texts
Definition 2: Textual similarity is defined by the set of 
common notions and sub-notions addressed by two texts. 
It is a function of the concepts corresponding to these
texts, their weight and the branches to which these 
concepts belong. The similarity of two texts is given by 
the similarity of their respective graphs according to 
equation (3).
 !"(#$%1, #$%2) =  !"(& !"#, $ !"%) (3)
3.2.3.1 Weight of the concepts 
The weight attributed to an initial concept is equal to 1. 
This weight defines the explicit presence of the concept 
in the document. Concepts belonging to the same branch 
do not have the same semantic weight: concepts at the 
top of the hierarchy have a more general meaning than 
concepts at the bottom of the hierarchy that represent a 
more precise meaning. The more one descends towards 
the bottom of the hierarchy, the more precise the 
meaning of the concepts is. Thus, to a concept added to 
graph G1 during the enrichment process, a weight whose 
value is less than 1 is assigned. This weight represents 
the value of an implicit information and is calculated 
based on parameter g. g expresses the degree of 
generalization of a parent concept vis-a-vis its child 
concept.
Like Fuhr [60] and Baziz [44], who reduce the weight 
of the nodes of a tree representing a document according 
to their position with respect to the most specific nodes 
by multiplying by a factor whose value is between 0 and 
1, our process computes the weight of an added concept 
by using parameter g whose value is between 0 and 0.1 
according to equation (4).
&('*) = 1 + (- × (./0-234'5 , '*6) (4)
Cj is the added concept and Ci is the initial concept, 
belonging to G1 and/or to G2, the lowest in the branch to 
which Cj is added and Length (ci, cj) indicates the 
number of arc linking Cj to Ci in the branch. 
3.2.3.2 Semantic similarity of two graphs G1 and 
G2
A factor is introduced indicating the percentage of 
common notions described by two texts. Its value is 
calculated by the number of common branches relative to 
the total number of branches belonging to the two 
graphs. The similarity between two graphs G1 and G2 is 
computed using equation (5).
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B represents any branch belonging to the graphs 
while Bc represents a common branch to both graphs. C
is a concept belonging to graphs G1, G2 and Ccom is a 
common concept to both graphs. nbBc(G1,G2) and 
nbB(G1,G2) respectively represent the number of common 
branches and the total number of branches belonging to 
the two graphs.! !
3.2.3.3 Example
Let us again take the examples shown in Figures 6 and 7 
and summarize the various results in Tables 3 and 4. For 
parameter g, the value 0.05 is used.
Initially, G1 and G2 showed no concept in common
and, therefore, a priori no similarity. The same applies to 
graphs G2 and G3. The enrichment of the graphs helped 
to bring out a similarity between T1 and T2, as well as
between T2 and T3 that is not explicitly described in their 
content. The results also show that text T2 is 
semantically closer to T1 than to T3.
3.3 Similarity of scientific abstracts 
Refining the process of semantic comparison of two texts
(defined in section 3.2) is performed through a generic 
structuring of an abstract of a scientific paper into 
distinct parts whose descriptive roles are different. 
Several works have taken interest in the annotation 
of the discursive structure of scientific papers: text 
zoning [61] [62]. Their objective is to better characterize 
the content of the papers by defining several classes 
(objective, method, results, conclusion, etc.), knowing 
that the existence of these classes depends on the corpus 
studied. Categorization is performed at the sentence 
level. For each sentence of an abstract, authors associate 
a class chosen from the defined classes.
This work deals with decomposing scientific 
abstracts into zones for the purpose of detecting 
plagiarism. From the structure generally reproduced by 
the authors of scientific papers, the content of a scientific 
abstract is divided into three distinct parts which are 
referred to as zones that define the context, the 
contribution and the application domain. This 
decomposition is generally reflected in most scientific 
papers that aim, in principle, at making a scientific 
contribution in a given domain. This decomposition aims 
to extract the notions relating to each zone and thus 
permits a comparison between zones of the same type. 
The process can then evaluate, in a progressive approach, 
whether two abstracts deal with the same context, 
whether their contributions are similar and whether they 
apply their approach to the same application domain, the 
risk of plagiarism evidently increasing with each 
conclusive comparison.
Categorization at the sentence level poses a problem 
when information from one class is cited in another class. 
In analyzing several abstracts, it was found that there is 
no strict uniformity in writing abstracts: all the sentences 
belonging to a given zone do not contain only the terms 
describing this zone but may contain terms representing 
another zone. For example, a sentence assigned to the 
application domain zone may contain terms defining an 
algorithm or a method (terms that instead define the 
contribution zone). This overlapping of several zones in 
the same sentence then generates labeling errors.
To illustrate the categorization at the sentence level, 
each sentence of abstract 2 provided in section (3.3.1), is 
associated with one of the three selected zones. 
"Recently, new approaches have integrated the use 
of data mining techniques in the ontology enrichment 
process. <context>
Indeed, the two fields, data mining and ontological 
meta-data are extremely linked: on one hand data mining 
techniques help in the construction of the semantic Web, 
and on the other hand the semantic Web assists in the 
extraction of new knowledge. <context>
Thus, many works use ontologies as a guide for the 
extraction of rules or patterns, allow to discriminate the 
data by their semantic value and thus to extract more 
relevant knowledge. <context>
It turns out, however, that few works aimed at 
updating the ontology are concerned with data mining 
techniques. <context>
In this paper, we present an approach to support the 
onologies management  of websites based on the use of 
Web Usage Mining techniques. <contribution>
The presented approach has been tested and 
evaluated on an website ontology , which we have 
constructed and then enriched based on the sequential 
patterns extracted on the log. <Application domain>"
The following inconsistencies are noted:
- The term sequential pattern is assigned to the
Application domain zone while it represents the 
algorithm and method used by the author and, therefore,
defines the contribution.
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Texts Concepts Type Weight
T1 square initial 1
diamond link 0,95
parallelogram link 0,90
quadrilateral link 0,85
polygon initial 1
angle Ancestor 0,95
Right angle initial 1
T2 diamond initial 1
parallelogram initial 1
quadrilateral Ancestor 0,85
polygon Ancestor 0,80
Angle initial 1
Common branches 1  1.2  2
All branches 1  1.2  2  2.2
Table 3: Concepts of T1 and T2 after enriching their 
respective graphs.
Texts Concepts Type Weight
T2 diamond initial 1
parallelogram initial 1
polygon Common parent 0,85
angle initial 1
T3 right angle initial 1
right triangle initial 1
triangle initial 1
polygon Common parent 0,85
angle ancestor 0,95
Common branches 1  2
All branches 1  1.1  1.2  1.1.3  2 
2.2
Table 4: Concepts of T2 and T3 after enriching their 
respective graphs.
- The term Data mining technique is assigned to the
context zone while it represents the contribution.
- The term ontologies management is assigned to the
contribution zone while it defines the context.
To evaluate the semantic similarity of the two 
abstracts given in section (3.3.1), their content was
previously divided as illustrated above. For each abstract, 
three graphs are constructed and enriched (a graph for 
each selected zone). For each zone, a similarity value is 
calculated. The similarity values obtained are very low. 
This is justified by assigning the terms to a zone while 
they semantically define another zone, a consequence of 
the decomposition based on categorization at the 
sentence level and of the overlapping of zones. 
To overcome this problem of overlapping of zones, 
the terms are assigned to each zone of an abstract 
according to the overall meaning conveyed by its 
content. From the global meaning of an abstract, the 
meaning and the role of its terms are deduced. A term 
can describe the context of the paper (document 
categorization, document clustering, image 
categorization, ontologies enrichment, information 
retrieval, etc.) or contribution (the methods and 
algorithms as well as notions used to describe them) or 
the application domain (classification applied to a given 
corpus, data mining applied to textual documents, data 
mining applied to the web, data mining applied to 
images, etc.). In addition, the terms contained in the title 
and in the keywords are used, as they often contain 
information that is not cited in the abstract.
The role of each term is defined according to the 
knowledge domain in which it is used. 
The semantic annotation of the concepts was 
achieved especially in WordNet Domains [63]. In 
WordNet Domains, different subject fields are defined, 
such as medicine, computer science, and architecture. 
Each synset of WordNet [64] is annotated by one or 
more Subject Fields where this synset has a meaning. On 
the basis of the principle that a term describes one of the 
three zones selected to characterize a scientific abstract, 
each concept is annotated in the ontology associated with 
this abstract by one of the three zones (context,
contribution and application domain). 
The extraction of the concepts corresponding to each 
zone is performed by projecting the terms composing the 
content of an abstract on the ontology. The comparison 
of two abstracts amounts to comparing the zones playing 
the same role. Three partial similarities are then
calculated on the basis of the concepts belonging to the 
same zone. Two abstracts are compared at three levels. A 
global similarity of two scientific abstracts A1 and A2 is 
obtained by combining the three partial similarities 
according to equation (6). The global similarity makes it 
possible to rank abstracts in descending order of their 
similarity as illustrated in Tables 10, 11 and 12.
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α, β, γ are parameters whose values are between 0 
and 1. They define the importance attributed to the 
context, the contribution and the application domain.
α + β+ γ=1.
The documents processed are not necessarily 
suspicious, since it is possible to implement this 
approach in comparing a document under review, for 
example, to an entire corpus, without a priori as to its 
respect for scientific ethics.
A similarity threshold determined by 
experimentation and according to the ontology and to the 
collection of abstracts used determines if a risk of 
plagiarism exists. Abstracts with high similarity will then 
require a full review of the entire document. 
3.3.1 Example
Figure 8 provides an extract of an ontology associated 
with the domain ontologies enrichment and shows the 
annotation of the concepts by the three zones defined to 
characterize the content of a scientific abstract. 
Let us consider two abstracts from two scientific 
papers. These papers published in French were translated 
for the need of our work. The construction of their graphs 
and calculation of their partial similarities and global 
similarity is given in section 3.3.2.
Abstract1: Ontology enrichment based on sequential 
pattern.
The mass of information now available via the web, 
in constant evolution, requires structuring in order to 
facilitate access and knowledge management. In the
context of the Semantic Web, ontologies aim at 
improving the exploitation of informational resources, 
positioning themselves as a model of representation. 
However, the relevance of the information they contain 
requires regular updating, and in particular the addition 
of new knowledge. In this paper, we propose an 
ontologies enrichment approach based on data mining 
techniques and more specifically on the search for 
sequential patterns in textual documents. 
The presented approach has been tested and 
evaluated on an ontology of the water domain, which we
have enriched from documents extracted from the Web.
Key words: ontology, enrichment, semantic web, 
data mining, sequential pattern
Figure 8: Extract of the ontologies enrichment domain ontology, and annotation of concepts by their zone.
Abstract2: Web usage mining for ontology
enrichment.
Recently, new approaches have integrated the use of 
data mining techniques in the ontologies enrichment 
process. Indeed, the two fields, data mining and 
ontological meta-data are extremely linked: on one hand 
data mining techniques help in the construction of the 
semantic Web, and on the other hand the semantic Web 
assists in the extraction of new knowledge. Thus, many 
works use ontologies as a guide for the extraction of 
rules or patterns, allow to discriminate the data by their 
semantic value and thus to extract more relevant 
knowledge. It turns out, however, that few works aimed 
at updating the ontology are concerned with data mining 
techniques. In this paper, we present an approach to 
support the onologies management  of websites based on 
the use of Web Usage Mining techniques. The presented 
approach has been tested and evaluated on an website 
ontology , which we have constructed and then enriched 
based on the sequential patterns extracted on the log.
Key words: Semantic Web, ontology, Web Usage Mining, 
enrichment, data mining, sequential pattern.
3.3.2 Applying our approach
3.3.2.1 Extracting the initial concepts for each 
abstract
Initial concepts are extracted at the classification step. 
The two abstracts are attached to the ontology 
represented in Figure 8. The concepts are assigned to 
their appropriate zone according to their annotation. 
Figure 9: Enriched graph of Abstract1.
3.3.2.2 Enrichment of the graphs corresponding to 
the two abstracts
The initial concepts are used to enrich the graphs of the 
two abstracts by constructing their semantic perimeter
and by comparing their graphs. The enriched graphs of 
the two abstracts Abstract1 and Abstract2 are represented 
in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The distribution by zone of the 
initial concepts and the added concepts by enrichment is 
given in Table 5.
3.3.2.3 Similarity calculating between Abstract1
and Abstract2
Table 6 provides values of the global similarity and 
partial similarities. (Values obtained with α= 0.35, β = 
0.63, γ = 0.02, g = 0.05).
Simcontext(abstract1,abstract2)
0,98
Simcontribution (abstract1,abstract2)
0,59
Simapplicatiodomain(abstract1,abstract2) 0,10
Sim (abstract1,abstract2) 0,72
Table 6: Similarities between abstract1 and abstact2.
3.3.2.4 Result
The results obtained indicate that these two abstracts 
process the same context (sim context = 0.98) with 
similar approaches. The similarity obtained for the 
contribution is high (sim contribution = 0.59). These two 
abstracts differ at the application domain level since the 
similarity value obtained for this zone is very low (sim 
application domain = 0.10). The global similarity 
Figure 10: Enriched graph of Abstract2.
Abstract1 Abstract2
Zones Concepts of Abstract 1 Concept 
type
Concepts of Abstract 2 Concept 
type
context Ontology_management Added Ontology_management Initial
Ontology_enrichment Initial Ontology_enrichment Initial
Ontology Initial Ontology Initial
contribution Data_mining Initial Data_mining Initial
Technique Added Technique Added
Data mining_technique Initial Data_mining_technique Initial
Sequential_pattern Initial Sequential_pattern Initial
Web_usage_mining Initial
Application 
domain
Informational_resource Initial Informational_resource Added
Textual_document Initial log Initial
Domain Added Domain added
Water_domain Initial Website Initial
Table 5: Distribution by zone of the concepts of Abstract1 and Abstract2.
obtained is high. This value indicates that the papers 
associated with these two abstracts should be the subject 
of a more in-depth analysis that could possibly reveal a 
case of plagiarism.
4 Experimentations
Our approach is evaluated at two levels. The first 
evaluation concerns our semantic classification process 
based on domain ontologies (CBO) and the second 
concerns the textual similarity calculation process of 
scientific abstracts.
4.1 Semantic classification process
4.1.1 The data
The implementation of our semantic classification 
process was performed using WordNet and WordNet 
Domains simultaneously. In WordNet Domains several 
knowledge domains are used. These different domains 
were assimilated to domain ontologies. The Rita 
similarity measure [13] was used to measure the 
semantic distance between two synsets in WordNet. The 
terms within sentences were annotated with their type 
(noun, verb, adverb and adjective) by Stanford Part-Of-
Speech Tagger (POS Tagger) [65]. 
To evaluate conventional classifiers with our corpus, 
a pre-processing was performed on the documents. 
Nouns, verbs and adjectives used in each document were 
retained. The lemmas relative to these terms were 
extracted and their weight based on Tf-Idf was then 
calculated. These lemmas constitute the vector 
representation of documents. For conventional 
classifiers, the implementation of three algorithms, SVM, 
Naive Bayes and decision tree of Weka [66] were used.
Our evaluation covers 10 domains defined in 
WordNet Domains and a corpus consisting of 976 
abstracts of scientific papers. Some abstracts of the 
domain medicine were extracted from the corpus 
Muchmore which is a parallel corpus of English-German 
scientific medical abstracts obtained from the Springer 
Link web site. All the other abstracts of our corpus were
extracted from several scientific journals specialized in 
the retained domains browsing their Web site. Table 7
gives the distribution of the abstracts relative to the 
selected domains.
Domains Number of 
abstracts
Music 106
Law 83
Computer_science 101
Politics 76
Physics 101
Chemistry 83
Economy 104
Buildings 104
Medicine 117
Mathematics 101
Total 976
Table 7: Distribution of abstracts by domains.
4.1.2 Results and discussion
Measures traditionally used in categorization are 
considered in this work: precision, recall, F-measure and 
baseline accuracy. The results of our process were 
compared with those of conventional classifiers. The 
results obtained are summarized in Table 8.
The recall (Rc) determines the number of documents 
that are correctly classified in a class divided by the total 
number of documents belonging to that class. Precision 
(Pr) defines the number of documents that are correctly
classified in a class divided by the number of documents 
assigned to that class. A measure that combines precision 
and recall is their harmonic mean, referred to as the F-
measure (F). Baseline accuracy (Acc) gives the 
percentage of documents correctly classified relative to 
the total number of documents in the corpus.
Classes
CBO Naive Bayes SVM Tree C4.5
Pr Rc F Pr Rc F Pr Rc F Pr Rc F
Music 0,962 0,943 0,952 0,835 0,906 0,869 0,963 0,981 0,972 0,913 0,887 0,900
Law 0,952 0,964 0,958 0,777 0,880 0,825 0,947 0,867 0,906 0,766 0,711 0,737
Computer_science 0,970 0,950 0,960 0,845 0,861 0,853 0,872 0,941 0,905 0,474 0,644 0,546
Politics 0,949 0,974 0,961 0,788 0,829 0,808 0,944 0,882 0,912 0,754 0,645 0,695
Physics 0,960 0,960 0,960 0,833 0,842 0,837 0,887 0,931 0,908 0,513 0,386 0,441
Chemistry 0,940 0,952 0,946 0,947 0,867 0,906 0,986 0,880 0,930 0,848 0,807 0,827
Economy 0,980 0,962 0,971 0,820 0,788 0,804 0,855 0,904 0,879 0,541 0,442 0,487
Buildings 0,980 0,962 0,971 0,950 0,913 0,931 0,925 0,952 0,938 0,757 0,750 0,754
Medicine 1,000 0,983 0,991 0,982 0,940 0,961 0,991 0,991 0,991 0,894 0,863 0,878
Mathematics 0,925 0,980 0,952 0,904 0,842 0,872 0,898 0,871 0,884 0,493 0,673 0,569
Average 0,964 0,963 0,963 0,872 0,869 0,870 0,926 0,924 0,924 0,694 0,682 0,683
Accuracy 0,963 0,869 0,924 0,682
Table 8: Comparison of the results of the various classifiers.
To calculate these different values for SVM, Naive 
Bayes, and tree C4.5, cross-validation was performed 
and the results obtained with the best parameters were 
retained. Table 8 shows that for our process the values of 
recall and precision are close. These values are close to 
1. This is an indicator of the good performance of our
classifier. Considering the average of precisions, recalls
and F-measure, our process obtains better results than the
three conventional classifiers considered. The best
percentage of documents correctly classified relatively to
all documents in the corpus is obtained by our semantic
classification process.
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used in order to 
study the statistical significance of the improvement 
brought about by our process. The p-value between our 
system and the three conventional classifiers was 
calculated. This Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test is based on 
the values of the F-measure obtained for CBO, SVM, 
Naive Bayes and tree C4.5. This improvement is 
considered statistically significant if p-value <0.05 and 
very significant if p-value <0.01. The results of the test
are summarized in Table 9.
CBO -
SVM
CBO -
Naive Bayes
CBO -
Tree C4.5
P-value
(F-measure)
0.00885858 0.00294464 0.000976562
Table 9: Wilcoxon test result.
The p-values obtained with the Wilcoxon test are all 
less than 0.01. These are very significant p-values. This 
allows us to conclude that our system significantly 
improves the classification process of documents 
compared to conventional classifiers at the threshold 
α = 0.01.
The three conventional classifiers have in common 
the representation of the documents by words 
independent of each other as well as a morphological 
comparison of the words belonging to the documents.
The comparison is performed at the word level, whereas 
in our process, the comparison is performed at the overall
context level of the document. A document is represented 
by the domain described in its content. This domain is 
deduced by the words of the document taken together 
considering their relationships in the context in which 
they appear. In addition, our process is built from domain 
ontologies, which is a more stable base than a training 
collection. Indeed, a modification in the choice of the 
documents constituting this training collection leads to a 
modification of the results of conventional classifiers. 
4.2 Semantic similarity process of scientific 
abstracts
4.2.1 The data
Our implementation was extended by adding processes to 
build the semantic perimeters, to divide scientific 
abstracts into three zones and to compare graphs. To 
evaluate our approach defining the semantic similarity of 
scientific abstracts, we constructed an ontology 
representing the domain of automatic classification of 
documents. To construct our corpus, a set of scientific
abstracts related to this domain was extracted from the 
web. In our different tests, the abstract, the title of the 
paper and the keywords were taken into account. Each 
abstract was compared with all the abstracts in the 
corpus. The abstracts were compared in pairs. For 
example, the results were obtained by comparing twenty 
abstracts for which 190 comparisons were made. The 
construction of the initial graph, the semantic perimeter 
of each abstract and the comparison of the graphs is done 
according to the process defined in the previous sections.
Each concept of our ontology was annotated by one 
of the three selected zones characterizing the content of 
the scientific abstracts: context, contribution and 
application domain. This annotation is performed 
according to the role that each concept plays depending 
on the chosen domain. For example, clustering,
classification and document concepts are annotated by 
the context zone, the concepts representing the different 
algorithms and methods used by the authors as well as all 
the concepts describing these methods are annotated by 
the contribution zone. The concepts representing the type 
of document (Text, Web) and the corpus used are 
annotated by the application domain zone.
Our approach was compared to two existing 
approaches.
The first approach is based on a vector representation
of the content of the text: Bag-of-words.
The process of extracting terms is similar to the one 
performed in section 4.1.1. An abstract vector contains 
the lemmas corresponding to the nouns, verbs and 
adjectives extracted from the text. Lemmas are 
represented by their weight based on Tf-Idf. The 
similarity of two abstracts is calculated by measuring the 
cosine of the angle between their respective vectors. 
The second n-grams approach is based on the 
representation of an abstract by a set of words called n-
grams. The text is divided into a set of n-grams. The size 
of an n-gram is determined by a chosen number of 
consecutive characters, n. Several values of n were tested 
(n= 2, 4 and 8) and for each, the similarity between two 
abstracts was calculated using equation (7) [51] [52] and 
(8) [53]. For any pair of abstracts x and y, the similarity
Sim(x,y) is computed as bellow :
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w denotes an arbitrary n-gram, fx(w) denotes the 
relative frequency with which w appears in the abstract x 
and Dn(x) represents the so called n-gram dictionary of 
x. | | is the number of n-grams.
The best results were obtained with n = 8 and 
equation (8), for which the fewest erroneous matching 
was noted.
Text1 Text2
Similarity
context contribution
application
domain
global
A1.clustering A3.clustering 1,000 0,401 1,000 0,622
A1.clustering A10.clustering 1,000 0,295 0,157 0,539
A1.clustering A2.clustering 0,982 0,306 0,065 0,538
A1.clustering A9.clustering 1,000 0,227 0,153 0,496
A1.clustering A16.clustering 1,000 0,169 0,065 0,458
A1.clustering A15.clustering 1,000 0,103 0,237 0,419
A1.clustering A17.clustering 1,000 0,092 0,345 0,415
A1.clustering A5.clustering 1,000 0,095 0,237 0,414
A1.clustering A18.clustering 1,000 0,022 0,353 0,371
A1.clustering A19. classif-clust 0,558 0,016 0,065 0,207
A1.clustering A14.classification 0,244 0,125 0,431 0,172
A1.clustering A6.classification 0,240 0,074 0,016 0,131
A1.clustering A8.classification 0,225 0,060 0,541 0,127
A1.clustering A7.classification 0,225 0,060 0,065 0,118
A1.clustering A4.classification 0,244 0,036 0,065 0,109
A1.clustering A11.classification 0,237 0,034 0,108 0,107
A1.clustering A13.classification 0,230 0,014 0,065 0,090
A1.clustering A12.classification 0,231 0,007 0,125 0,088
A1.clustering A20.classification 0,237 0,005 0,031 0,087
Table 10: similarities between A1 and the others abstracts.
Text1 Text2
Similarity
context contribution
Application
domain
global
A12.classification A13.classification 1,000 0,015 0,000 0,360
A12.classification A4.classification 0,966 0,032 0,000 0,358
A12.classification A20.classification 0,964 0,012 0,483 0,355
A12.classification A6.classification 0,965 0,015 0,193 0,351
A12.classification A14.classification 0,966 0,012 0,066 0,347
A12.classification A11.classification 0,964 0,007 0,023 0,342
A12.classification A8.classification 0,900 0,005 0,185 0,322
A12.classification A7.classification 0,900 0,005 0,000 0,318
A12.classification A19.classif-clust 0,541 0,107 0,000 0,257
A12.classification A5.clustering 0,234 0,027 0,329 0,105
A12.classification A3.clustering 0,234 0,032 0,125 0,105
A12.classification A18.clustering 0,234 0,026 0,125 0,101
A12.classification A17.clustering 0,234 0,024 0,123 0,100
A12.classification A9.clustering 0,227 0,019 0,189 0,095
A12.classification A15.clustering 0,231 0,004 0,329 0,090
A12.classification A1.clustering 0,231 0,007 0,125 0,088
A12.classification A2.clustering 0,233 0,005 0,000 0,085
A12.classification A16.clustering 0,231 0,006 0,000 0,085
A12.classification A10.clustering 0,227 0,004 0,032 0,083
Table 11: Similarities between A12 and the others abstracts.
4.2.2 Results and discussion
Parameter values (α, β and γ) depend on the ontology and 
on the corpus used. Several values for these parameters 
were tested. The goal of this study is to attribute more 
importance to the context zone and the contribution zone
since it aims to look for matches that primarily indicate 
documents dealing with the same context and similar 
contributions. The following values were retained: α = 
0.35, β = 0.63, γ = 0.02, g = 0.05. These values led to the 
abstracts being grouped based on their context. Table 10 
and Table 11 provide the results obtained when 
comparing respectively the abstracts A1 and A12 with 
the other abstracts. These tables provide the three partial 
similarities computed for each pair of abstracts as well as 
their global similarity. The results, ranked in descending 
order of global similarity, show a grouping of the 
abstracts by context. Abstract A1 deals with the document 
clustering context. Abstracts that have the highest
similarity with A1 correspond to this context. The 
abstract A12 deals with the document classification
context. Abstracts that have the highest similarity with 
A12 also correspond to this context hers abstracts.
Table 10 provides a comparison of the similarities 
between A1 and the other abstracts at three levels. Their 
similarity can be compared at the context level, at the 
contribution level and at the application domain level. 
The values obtained comparing A1 with A3 indicate that 
these two abstracts deal with the same context 
(sim context = 1), present similar contributions 
(Sim contribution = 0, 401) and apply their approach to 
the same domain (sim application domain = 1). The 
value of their global similarity is high. These values
enable us to retain these two abstracts as suspicious
documents, thus requiring further reading and analysis of 
their entire contents.
Table 11 provides a comparison of the similarities 
between A12 and the other abstracts at three levels. For 
the last ten rows of Table 11, very low partial and global 
similarities were obtained. The first eight rows of Table 
11 show that the corresponding abstracts deal with the 
same context as abstract A12 
(sim context >= 0.900) but use different approaches 
(sim contribution <= 0.032). Their global similarity is 
low (<= 0,360). This enables us to conclude that abstract 
A12 does not present any risk of plagiarism with the 
other abstracts.
The goal of our approach is to be able to find 
suspicious documents; that is, documents with high 
similarities. To find these documents, a threshold for the 
calculated similarity values is determined by 
experimentation.
To compare the results obtained with our approach to 
those of Bag-of-words and n-grams, similarities between 
the different abstracts of our corpus using the Bag-of-
words and n-grams approaches were calculated. The 
abstracts were then ranked in descending order of their 
similarity. For these two approaches, several erroneous
matching were found. Table 12, gives an example of the 
comparison of the similarities between A4 and the other 
abstracts obtained by our approach, and the Bag-of-
words and n-grams approaches. A4 deals with the 
context classification. With Bag-of-word and n-grams
approaches, most of the abstracts semantically closest to 
A4 deal with the clustering context.
For the Bag-of-words approach, abstracts belonging 
to the context clustering (A10, A3, A2, A5, A15, A1) 
obtain a better similarity score than those (A11, A8, A12, 
A20, A7, A14) that deal with the same context that A4. It 
is the same for the n-grams approach. Abstracts 
Text1 Text2
Our
approach
Bag-of-words
N-grams
A4.classification A6.classification 0.417272 A06.classification 0.125685 A11.classification 0,042080
A 4.classification A11.classification 0.401363 A10.clustering 0.108323 A18.clustering 0,038287
A 4.classification A13.classification 0.373563 A13.classification 0.097182 A03.clustering 0,036313
A 4.classification A12.classification 0.358287 A19.classif-clust 0.095763 A06.classification 0,035757
A 4.classification A14.classification 0.358132 A03.clustering 0.092988 A10.clustering 0,035634
A 4.classification A7.classification 0.353878 A02.clustering 0.092751 A08.classification 0,035602
A 4.classification A20.classification 0.353120 A05.clustering 0.089178 A12.classification 0,034261
A 4.classification A8.classification 0.330633 A15.clustering 0.073636 A01.clustering 0,033475
A 4.classification A19.classif-clust 0.257688 A01.clustering 0.066826 A19.classif-clust 0,033400
A 4.classification A5.clustering 0.191517 A11.classification 0.061259 A07.classification 0,033071
A 4.classification A3.clustering 0.180843 A08.classification 0.045829 A17.clustering 0,032417
A 4.classification A9.clustering 0.176679 A18.clustering 0.043951 A09.clustering 0,029097
R4.classification A2.clustering 0.175801 A12.classification 0.042752 A15.clustering 0,026786
R4.classification A15.clustering 0.147094 A16.clustering 0.041947 A05.clustering 0,025901
A4.classification A10.clustering 0.135412 A20.classififcation 0.033817 A13.classification 0,025269
A4.classification A18.clustering 0.129238 A07.classification 0.031982 A14.classification 0,023015
A4.classification A17.clustering 0.119075 A17.clustering 0.028876 A02.clustering 0,020426
A4.classification A16.clustering 0.114507 A14.classification 0.026670 A16.clustering 0,018511
A4.classification A1.clustering 0.109055 A09.clustering 0.023351 A20.classification 0,015968
Table 12: Similarities between A4 and the others abstracts using our approach, Bag-of-words, and N-grams
belonging to the context clustering (A18, A3, A10, A1) 
obtain a better similarity score than those (A7, A13, A14, 
A20) that deal with the same context as A4.
For all the comparisons made between the abstracts 
in the corpus, our approach is able to correctly rank the 
abstracts by context as shown in Table 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Clustering and classification are two different contexts. 
For these two contexts, the methods and algorithms used 
are different. For that reason, the similarity between two 
abstracts belonging to these two contexts must be low 
(low context similarity and low contribution similarity)
and, therefore, the risk of plagiarism is very low, or even 
non-existent. To determine which approach performs the 
correct matching between abstracts of our corpus, the 
precision P5 and the R-precision for each approach and 
for each abstract were computed.
An abstract Ab1 is assumed relevant to an abstract 
Ab2, if Ab1 deals with the same context as Ab2.
Precision Px at point x (x=5, R) is the ratio of the 
relevant abstracts among the first x returned ones. R in 
the R-precision represents the number of the relevant 
abstracts to a given abstract in the corpus. Table 13
summarizes the different values.
Our process obtains better results than Bag-of-words
and n-grams approaches. Our process is able to match 
correctly abstracts dealing with the same context and,
therefore, it is more precise than the other approaches.
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used in order to 
study the statistical significance of the improvement 
brought about by our process. The p-value between our 
system and the two other approaches was calculated.
The results of the Wilcoxon test are summarized in 
Table 14. The p-values obtained with the Wilcoxon test 
are all less than 0.01. These are very significant p-values. 
This leads us to conclude that our system is able to match 
abstracts by context more correctly than the bag-of-word
and n-grams approaches. Others results are summarized 
in Table 15.
Our 
approach /
Bag-of-word
Our 
approach /
n-grams
P-value at
P5
0.000213431 0.0089409
P-value at
R-precision
0.0000638361 0.000219794
Table 14: Wilcoxon test result.
- The content of abstracts A1, A2, A3 and A10
indicates great similarity between abstracts (A1-A3) and 
(A2-A10). These two pairs of abstracts deal with the 
same context, use the same algorithms and use ontologies 
to solve similar problematic a priori. As shown in 
Table 15, our approach makes it possible to select these 
abstracts as suspicious, while the Bag-of-words and n-
grams approaches select only the abstracts (A1-A3). A1
and A3 use almost the same words in their content. As 
for the abstracts A2 and A10, their content is described 
with different words and different sentences, but both are 
interested in ontology-based feature selection and use the 
Abstracts
P5 R-precision
Bag-of-words N-grams
Our
approach
Bag-of-words N-grams
Our
approach
A1 1,000 1,000 1,000 0,800 1,000 1,000
A2 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,800 1,000 1,000
A3 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,800 0,900 1,000
A4 0,600 0,400 1,000 0,333 0,556 1,000
A5 0,800 0,600 1,000 0,900 0,800 1,000
A6 1,000 1,000 1,000 0,667 0,778 1,000
A7 0,800 0,800 1,000 0,778 0,667 1,000
A8 0,800 0,800 1,000 0,778 0,556 1,000
A9 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,900 0,900 1,000
A10 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,800 0,900 1,000
A11 1,000 1,000 1,000 0,778 0,889 1,000
A12 0,800 0,800 1,000 0,778 0,667 1,000
A13 0,800 0,800 1,000 0,667 0,667 1,000
A14 1,000 1,000 1,000 0,778 0,667 1,000
A15 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,800 1,000 1,000
A16 1,000 1,000 1,000 0,800 0,900 1,000
A17 0,600 1,000 1,000 0,700 0,900 1,000
A18 0,800 1,000 1,000 0,600 0,800 1,000
A19 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
A20 0,800 0,800 1,000 0,778 0,667 1,000
Average 0,840 0,900 1,000 0,762 0,811 1,000
Table 13: Precision values for, Bag-of-words, n-grams and our approach.
same clustering algorithm. Our approach is able to 
capture the meaning of the abstract and, therefore, retains 
these two abstracts for a complete examination of their 
corresponding papers.
- The Bag-of-words approach indicates a matching
between abstracts A15 and A16. These two abstracts have 
a high similarity whereas the authors of these two 
abstracts use different methods in their contribution. Our 
approach has the advantage of comparing abstracts at 
three levels. For our approach, the contribution similarity 
between A15 and A16 indicates a very low value, which 
means that the methods used by the authors to solve their 
problematic are different. This makes it possible to 
conclude that even if these two abstracts present similar 
contexts, the risk of plagiarism is low.
Our approach assesses the similarity of texts in two 
steps. The documents are first assigned to a domain 
ontology that best describes their content. This overall 
similarity is achieved by a semantic classification 
process. This process emphasizes the overall context of 
the document that can be deduced from the terms of the
document taken together, unlike conventional classifiers 
that consider words independently of each other. For 
documents belonging to the same ontology, a "local"
similarity is calculated. This similarity is based on graphs 
corresponding to the texts. The enrichment of the graphs 
through the construction of the semantic perimeter of the 
texts and comparing of their graphs makes it possible to 
deduce a similarity not explicitly cited in the texts. The 
similarity calculation of scientific abstracts is refined by 
dividing their contents into three zones. Partial similarity 
values are then calculated. This helps to bring out the 
notions common to both texts. A grouping by context 
and a ranking in descending order of the global similarity 
value can be achieved by combining the three partial 
similarities. The objective of our approach is to find 
suspicious documents. It has the advantage of comparing 
the content of the documents based on three levels. The 
examination of the similarity obtained for each zone 
makes it possible to conclude on the existence of a risk of 
plagiarism.
5 Conclusion
The approach proposed in this paper is meant to assess
text similarity. This similarity is based on an overall
similarity calculation obtained by a classification 
process. Our classification process is based on domain 
ontologies and takes into account the relationships 
between the terms relative to their context of appearance 
in the document. The evaluation of our process showed 
better results than those of conventional classifiers. The 
construction of the semantic perimeter and the 
comparison of the graphs of texts based on the domain 
ontology to which they are attached make it possible to 
enrich the graphs and to deduce implicit information. Our 
approach thus present the advantage of taking into 
account the synonymy and polysemy present in a 
language and of deducing a similarity between two texts 
not explicitly cited in their content. 
Assessing the similarity between the scientific texts 
represented by their abstracts is our main interest. In the 
process of semantic comparison, three distinct parts were 
defined to structure the abstracts of scientific texts: 
context, contribution and application domain and three 
partial similarities were calculated. The comparison of 
two scientific abstracts is then performed at three levels.
The global similarity value of two abstracts, calculated 
by combining partial similarities, makes it possible to 
rank the abstracts in descending order of their global 
similarity. A threshold applied to the calculated 
similarities is useful in finding suspicious documents and 
highlighting a risk of plagiarism. Tests were performed 
on a set of scientific abstracts. The enrichment of the 
graphs makes it possible to bring out common notions 
not explicitly cited. Moreover, dividing the contents of 
abstracts into three distinct zones helps in extracting the 
notions relative to the context, contribution and 
application domain and thus makes comparisons
between zones of the same type. An evaluation can be 
made to determine whether two abstracts deal with the 
same context, whether their contributions are similar and 
whether they apply their approach to the same 
application domain.  
The quality of our process depends on domain 
ontologies that must cover the entire vocabulary of the 
knowledge domain represented for the process to be 
effective. This may constitute a limitation of this work 
since the process used does not support the building of 
domain ontologies. It is, therefore, assumed that they are 
available. Even if this can be assumed for scientific texts 
or abstracts structured as shown in this work, the process 
obviously needs to be refined for it to be used in 
comparing general texts. Indeed, one of the ways of
improving our approach is to generalize the concept of 
semantic perimeter so as to consider any text rather than
just scientific abstracts.
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